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Wooden lnalined ?lane

Use a 30-power magnifier to examine the surface
of the inclined plane. Adjusr the spring scale to
rcad zero. Place the wooden block at the bottom
on the inclined plane and attach the spring scale
to the hook. Gently pull on the scale, moving
the block in a straight line up the plane at a
constant speed. \fhile the block is moving at a
steady speed, read the force in newtons.
Conduct each test three times. Calculate the
average force and the amount of work. Carefully
record all data.

Wooden Ramp

Wooden Ramp
with Weights

tech

lnclined Tlane
5urfac e lnvestigaiion D at a

You will conduct an investigation at four different stations demonstrating how the
surface of a particular inclined plane affects the amount of friction. The inclined
planes with the most friction will require the most force to slide a wooden block.
All of the stations have inclined planes that are 60 centimeters long and. 20 centi-
meters high. The variable you will be testing is the surface of the ramp. You will
also be conducting another experiment to learn how mass affects friction. As
each test is completed, calculate the efficiency of the inclined plane. The effi-
ciency of a ramp tells how well it transfers energy. The larger the percentage, the
more efficient the machine.

Foroe in Newton e Requlred t o ?ull bloak Average ForcexDietance of ?ull = Work
Trial #1 Trial #2 Trial #3

Draw and deecribethe eurtaae of lhe in-
alined plane,

X 6ocm

X 6ocm

Efficiency

Wooden Ramp: Work of StraiqhtLifl (Oulpui) + Work of Tull Up Ramp (lnVur) xlOO = o/o

of Efficiency

Wood Plus Weights: Work of StraiqhrLifv (OutVut) + Work of Tull Up Kamp (npur) xlOO = _o/o
of Efficiency
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9andpaper

Use binder clips to attach two different grades of
sandpaper to the ramp. Examine the surface of
the inclined plane using a 3O-power magnifier.
Adjust the spring scale to rcad zero. Place the
wooden block at the bottom on the inclined
plane and attach the spring scale to the hook.

Coarse Sandpaper

Coarse Sandpaper
with Weights

Fine Sandpaper

Fine Sandpaper
with Weights

Gently pull on the scale, moving the block in a
straight line up the ramp at a constant speed.
\fhile the block is moving at a steady speed,
read the force in newtons. Conduct each test
three times. Calculate the average force and the
amount of work. Carefully record all data.

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

t.echp'
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Draw and deocribe the surfaces of the inalined plane,

Force in Newton e Required lo ?ull 6loak AverageForceXDlstanae of ?ull = Work

Trial Trial
#t #2

Tnal
#3

x
x

Effioienoy

Coarse Sandpaper: Work of gtraiqht LifN (OuQur) + Work of ?ull Up KamV (lnVul) xlOO =
of Efficiency

Coarse plus Weights: Work of gtraighr Lift, (OutVut) + Work of Tull UV KamV (lnVu|) xlOO = o/o

Fine Sandpaper: Work of Straiqhl LifL (Out,Vut) + Work of Tull UV Ramp (lnput) xlOO =

of Efficiency

o/o

of Efticiency

-Fine plus Weights: Work of etraiqhl Lilr ()ufput) + Work of Tull UV Kamp (lnVuf) xlOO =
of Efficiency

o/o

Coarse Sandpaper Fine Sand?a?er
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Waxed ?aper

Use the 30-power magnifier to examine the
surface of the waxed paper inclined plane.
Adjust the spring scale to read zero. Place the
wooden block at the bottom on the inclined
plane and attach the spring scale to the hook.
Gently pull on the scale, moving the block in a
straight line up the ramp at a constant speed.

ln clin ed ?lan e lnvesl'li 6ali o n @onr.)

Draw and desaribe lhe surfaaee of the inalined plane,

\7hile the block is moving at a steady speed,
read the force in newtons. Conduct each test
three times. Calculate the average force and the
amount of work. Use a spray bottle of water to
dampen the surface of the inclined plane. Try the
test again. Be sure to dry the ramp when you are
finished. Carefully record all data.

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

TriaI
#t

Trial Trial
#2 #3

x

x
x

x

Efficiency

Waxed Paper: Work of SLraiqh| Lift, ()urVut) + Work ol Tull UV RamV ftVut) xlOO - o/o

of Efficiency

Waxed Paper with Weights: Work of Straiqhf, LifY (Output) + Work of Tull Up RamV (lnpu|) xlOO - o/o

of Efficiency

Damp Waxed Paper: Work of 1f,rai4ht LifE (OuNVut) + Work of ?ull UV Ramp (lnVut) xlOO = _Vo
of Efficiency

Damp Paper with Weights: Work of 9trai6hV Lift (Ourput) + Work of Tull Up RamV (lnpuf) xlOO = _o/o
of Efficiency

30

Waxed ?aper Dampened Waxed ?aper

AverageForaeXDietance of ?ull = WorkForce in Newton o Requlred io ?ull 6loak

Waxed Paper

Waxed Paper
with Weights

Damp Waxed Paper

Damp Waxed Paper
with Weights
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Carpet,

Use the binder clips to attach two different
thicknesses of carpet to the ramp. Examine the
surface of the inclined plane using a 30-power
magnifier. Adjust the spring scale to read zero.
Place the wooden block at the bottom on the
inclined plane and attach the spring scale to the

Forae in Newton e Required to Tull 6lock
Trial Tnal Trial
#t #2 #3

Thick Carpet

Thick Carpet
with Weights

Thin Carpet

Thin Carpet
with Weights

t.echp'
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hook. Gently pull on the scale, moving the block
in a straight line up the ramp at a constant
speed. \fhile the block is moving at a steady
speed, read the force in newtons. Conduct each
test three times. Calculate the average force and
the amount of work. Carefully record all data.

Draw and describe the surfaaes of lhe inclined plane,

Thin Carpet

Average ForceXDislanoe of ?ull = Work

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

x
x

Efficiency

Thick Carpet: Work of )lraiqhL Lifl ()utVut) + Work of Tull Up Ramp (lnVul) xlOO = _Vo
of Efficiency

Thick Carpet with Weights: Work of )lraiqht LilL (Oulpur) + Work of ?ull Up RamV (lnVut) xlOO = _Vo
of Efficiency

Thin Carpet: Work of )traighr Lifl (OutpuL) + Work of ?ull Up Ramp (lnpuf) xlOO = _o/o
of Efficiency

'Thin Carpet with Weights: Work of )Nraiqhr Lifl (OuNVul) + Work of Tull UV RamV (lnput) xlOO - o/o

ct Efficiency

Thick Carpet
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Wooden 9loak with Wheels

Use the wooden block with wheels for this test. on the scale, moving the block in a straight line
Examine the wheels and the inclined plane's up the ramp at a constant speed. \fhile the block
surface with the 30-powered magnifier, Adjust is moving at a ste dy speed, read the force in
the spring scale to read zero. Place the wooden newtons. Conduct each test three times. Calculate
block at the bottom on the inclined plane and the average force and the amount of work.
attach the spring scale to the hook. Gently pull Carefully record all data.

Draw and desaribe lhe surface of the incllned plane and the wheels,

lnalined Tlane Wheele

Force in New?one Requiredto ?ull block AverageForaeXDlstance of ?ull = Work
Trial
#l

Trial Trial
#2 #3

Wheeled Block

Wheeled Block
with Weights

x

x

60 cm

60 cm

Efficiency

Wheeled Block: Work of )NraiqhV Lift, (Outpul) + Work of Tull UV Kamp (lnput) xlOO =
of Efficiency

Wheeled Block with Weights: Work of SbraiqhN Lift (OutVuN) + Work of Tull UV RamV (lnVur) xlOO =
o/o of Efficiency

Observe the wooden block with wheels moving up and down the inclined plan. Think about how the
same wooden block moved on the ramp without wheels. How do the wheels affect the movement of the
wooden block?
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A d diti o n al Expl o rati o n

Your teacher has set up four other inclined
planes for additional surface testing. Use the
materials beside each ramp or find your own
materials. The inclined plane near the sink is set
up to explore lubricants. Be sure to clean and
dry the ramp and wooden block when finished.

Each time, adjust the spring scale to read zero.
Place the wooden block at the bottom on the

Surface

ln clin ed ?lane lnveeli gati on @ont.)

inclined plane and attach the spring scale to the
hook. Gently pull on the scale, moving the block
in a straight line up the ramp at a constant
speed. \7hile the block is moving at a steady
speed, read the force in newtons. Conduct each
test three times. Calculate the average force and
the amount of work. Carefully record all data.

Foroe in Newion s Required t o ?ull Olock Average ForceXDielance of ?ull = Work

Surface Material Trial
#l

Trial Trial
#2 #3

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

Efflenoy

Work of gbraiqht,LifY ()urpui) + Work of Tull UV RamV (lnVur) xlOO =
of Efficiency

Work of gtrai7ht Lift ()uLVut) + Work of Tull UV RamV (lnVuv) x 1OO = o/o

of Efficiency

Work of Strai4ht,Lifl (Oubpui) + Work of Tull UV RamV (lnput) xlOO = o/o

ol Efficiency

Work of gtraightLifr (OuNVut) + Work of Tull UV RamV (lnVut) xlOO = o/o

of Efficiency

x
x
x
x

o/o
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Conclusione

Look over your data carefully. \frite complete answers to the following questions.

Be sure to use data to support your answers.

Does the surface of an inclined plane affect the amount of friction?

From your weighted wooden block data, list the three most efficient planes.

1. 2. 3.

From your weighted wooden block data, list the three least efficient planes.

1. 2.

What factors increase efficiency of an inclined plane?

3.

Vhat factors decrease efficiency of an inclined plane?

How does mass affect the force of friction on an inclined plane?

Can friction on an inclined plane be reduced?

Applying Knowledge

Choose one of the following questions to answer. Consider

what you have learned in your experiments about different

surfaces and friction.

Highway road dividers slow down out-of-control cars. Safery

experts are replacing steel-rail dividers, that hit a car's side, with
wide-bottom concrete dividers, that hit the car's tires' tX/hy?

You want to reach the bottom of a snow hill as fast as possible.

Vould you use a flat-bottom toboggan, a sled with metal run-

ners, or skis? Explain.

crete divider

I

con
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